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Send your check to my .. . oops,
sorry, you mean that type of contribution. We here at The Hotbox are
always in need of new material.
Here are a few examples:
feature A.rtldest
This is what we're always
looking for. From a railfan
trip, to your home layout's
story, or your own story. Size
can range from a paragraph to a
full page. Pictures are always
appreciated. New officers are
too

Ct>lumns:
Full of great tips on layout
improvement? Got a million
reasons EMD is better than
Whitcomb? Start a monthly, or
bi-monthly column .. Size same
as features.
Jlh<Jt()S and C>1·awl11tii
Got a great photo collection
you want to show-off? Got a
notebook full ofrailroad cartoons, or layout logos? Send
them to the Hotbox staff for
consideration.
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Send all Submlssl()ns.
().- ~flH)x quesfl()m

tu

Peter Maurath
13212 Wilton Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44135

().-entail at:
TAMRHotbox@aol.com

Sandstorm!
GET W IRED
Check out T AMR on the web at:
www.TAMR.org
Or Join our online yahoo news
group, by contacting:
pivotpin@TAMR.org
(By joining you' ll receive updates on TAMR news and
events, plus be connected to
dozens of other T AMR members. There's no cost to join this
group, do it today!)

•

If you have a web site relating
to trains or model railroading,
why not join the TAMR web
ring. It costs nothing, and provides a link for all T AMR members to find other TAMR sites.
To join, send your e-mail address and web site URL to
pivotpin@tarnr.org

ON TUE COVER: WP Fl 918D sits while getting restored at the Oakland Terminal Railroad,
this past February. Ben Hawken, photo.
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May finally! Never thought
that wicked winter was going to end. Us Midwest
folks are hardy, but this
year's was tough even for
our standards. Spring and
the warm weather it brings
is here, which means only
one thing: railfanning!
Well actually more than
one thing. Another sign of
warm weather is the yearly
National Convention, coming this July to the Hoosier
State (that's Indiana for
those outside the "know").
Organized by Central Region Rep. David Cenci.
Check out the ad on page
four for more info.
Another sign of spring is
the annual TAMR photo
contest. Started last year,
this contest asks you the
TAMR shutterbugs to submit your best photo's for a
chance at fame and fortune.
Well, not really fame and
fortune, but we do have
something more this year
to offer courtesy of the fine
folks at Model Railroad
News. Thanks to there

A message from your editor in chief

sponsorship of this
event The Hotbox
can offer a real
prize to the winner.
Check out the
neighboring page
for all the lowdown.
I'm hoping this is
Tim Vermande, photo.
not a sign of spring,
the limit, as long as it's
but the article files here
clean ,about trains, and not
have been looking rather
written in ketchup on a
bleak lately. I'm down to
sheet of tinfoil.
less than a month's worth of
Before I go, I want to send
material, and may have to
start photocopying timeout a thank you to the folks
table pages to fill space
at the Jersey Central Historical Society, who very
soon. I NEED ARTICLES!
We would prefer model
generously donated fifty
railroad related articles
dollars to the group following a train show they held
(after all we are the TAMR),
but I'll take anything train
in the Garden State. Thanks
related if you got it , you
a lot guys!
get this Hotbox, you see
what we publish, that's
what I need! Tell me
about your layout, your
model railroad companies
history, send in a layout or
train photo, or two, tell me
about tips you've discovered to save money, what
misadventures you've had
while railfanning. The skies
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camera nerds ofthe TAMR unite!

My name is Harry Evans and I live in Oconomowoc, WI, about 30 miles west ofMilwaukee
and 40 miles east ofMadison. Oconomowoc is on
the border ofJefferson and Waukesha
counties. We have an active model railroad in our
Oconomowoc Historical Society Museum; I am the
railroad curator. Is there a way for you to let
TAMR members from this area know ofour
museum, and that they would always be welcome
to meet, visit, attend, work and have a place to
meet? I am now 61 years old, but I started in the
hobby when I was I 3. I would be glad to share and
nurture the interest of area modelers in the hobby
that has meant so much to me. Thank you.
Just so you know, our museum is open to the public
on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays from 1:00 PM
to 5:00 PM, but ONLYfor the months ofMay
through November. I can open the doors to anyone
that may wish to visit at other times, but they will
have to call me so we can set a time. Our work
nights are typically Friday evenings, but again I
would like a call if someone was thinking ofvisiting
so I or someone else could be sure to be there or
arrange another time. I can be reached at any of
the telephone numbers noted below and you can
feel free to pass these on as you choose.
Harry C. Evans
GS Hydraulics
5050 South Towne Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151
Mobile telephone: 414-303-1515
Headquarters telephone: 262-786-0100
Headquarters fax: 262-786-6787
Home office telephone: 262-567-7310
Home office fax: 262-567-8573
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Spring break was a time for me to get
away from the busy pace of the normal
everyday commute. So David Cenci,
his brother Chuck, and I decided to go
to the Lionel Visitor's Center. We left
at five in the morning from my place.
On the way to our destination we
stopped at the Port Huron yard at
Michigan A venue to
check all the tracks.
On our way out we
caught an intermodal
that took her sweet
time coming in. After this we continued
on towards the
Lionel Visitor' s Center; Arriving a little
too early, we went
for a drive and
checked a railroad
line less than a mile
away, nothing. As
we pulled into a Mei. jer's store parking lot
next to that line the
gates flew down and Chuck was off to
check it; just as he got up to the tracks
the gates went up. Our tour started atten am with us watching a history video
followed by a video on the process of
how the paint goes onto their models
and all of the tests Lionel equipment
must go through before being boxed up
for the customer. Then we continued
on to the layout; a very well detailed
layout with controls for visitors to run
things on it. Unfortunately engineer
Chuck, not David' s brother, got to run
the actual trains. I myself was having
fun running an intennodal crane as
David looked at models cased on the
wall. His brother Chuck spotted on the
layout a mermaid being eaten by a
shark under a railroad bridge. The
forty minutes we had to watch and play
on this layout seemed like a mere fif-

teen minutes. We were like little kids
in a candy shop. Our tour got over just
before eleven. Afterwards the three of
us then went to P & D Hobbies, followed by the Morley Candy Company
where we picked up a snack. We
started home and stopped at the Emmett siding to eat our lunch. While we

were there we caught three trains. One
regular CN freight, then a CP freight,
and one mystery mixed freight by CSX.
Normally on this CN line you only see
Q three thirty one and this was not it.
A wonderful day a way from the normal everyday commute this trip was.
Written By: Andrew Hanselman
Picture by Andrew Hanselman
For the readers: If you would like to
take a tour of the Lionel Visitors Center
You must make a reservation. The best
part of it all though is that the tour is
totally FREE and opened all year round
(Except on holidays). Tours are available Wednesday through Saturday.
Cameras are welcomed to be brought.
I hope that you can have as much fun at
the Lionel Visitors Center as we did.
The contact Number for Lionel is
l-586-949-4100 Ext. 1211 •
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IT WILL BE HERE BEFORE
YOU KNOW IT! JOIN CEN·
TRAL REGION REP. DAVID
CENCI AS HE HOSTS THE
GREAT LAKES
INVITATIONAL
MONDAY JULY 11TH
THROUGH FRIDAY THE
15TH.
LOCATIONS INCLUDE:
GARY & ELKHART IN AS
WELL AS COLDWATER
AND OTHER CLOSER LO·
CALS IN NORTHERN INDI·
ANA, EASTERN
ILLINOIS, SOUTHWESTERN
MICHIGAN.
EVENTS PLANNED:
·RAILFAN THE GARY IN/
PORTER AREA •
·LOOK OVER THE NOTRE
DAME COAL OPERATIONS.
·TOUR OF THE NYC MU·
SEUM.
·VIEWING THE ELKHART
AND WESTERN RR.
FOR MORE INFO OR TO
REGISTER CONTACT:
RAILNUT 19@YAHOO.COM
OR (81 0)·378-5183, ASK
FOR DAVE
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The World ol Train Simulator By Jonathan Schoen
Welcome to my month-old column
about Microsoft's Train Simulator. This
issue, I decided to review a locomotive
add-on that I was very happy to see released. It's a wonder why it took so
long for someone to do it, but a guy
with a company called Streamlines finally released a set of Santa Fe 2nd
generation diesels and called it the
ATSF Loco Pack I. The first thing I'll
point out, to avoid hopes from rising to
much, is that this pack is not a free
download. How much? You'll find out,
. but I want your inner railfan to salivate
some before I scare you with the price.
The package is a set of Santa Fe locomotive which
include some of
the most popular
and well recognized locomotives of the mid
70s to the early
90s. All of the
locos in Santa
Fe's blue and yellow "Warbonnet"
scheme, we have an SD40-2, SD40-2
"Snoot" nose, SD45, SD45-2 and_an
F45. These were all well-known locomotives and could be seen regularly
hauling trains through Tehachapi Pass,
Cajon Pass, the Surf Line and other
locations ranging between San Diego
and Chicago. In Train Simulator models, I look for the three most recognizable features: the cab view, sounds, and
outer appearance. Let's take a look at
these on the locos of the ATSF Loco
Pack I.
Cab View
Streamlines decided to use only two

cab views, one for the SDs and one for
the F45. This is a wise choice, as the
cab views from loco to loco vary little
(provided that they have the same nose
and paint scheme). Streamlines used a
completely different cab view from that
of the default MSTS BNSF SD40-2.
Instead of looking toward the off-set
control stand, you get a much more realistic view, looking almost straight
ahead giving you much more visibility
out the vertical window on the right
side of the cab. To do this, however,
one scarifies had to be made. You can't
see the controls (throttle, breaks, horn
etc), only the gauges. I honestly don't
miss them, and I doubt you will either.
Looking right in the cab looks out the

right side window, which includes an
exterior sunshade (nice touch by
Streamlines). Pressing the left arrow
key on your keyboard actually gives
you the fireman's view in the left side
of the cab. In short, Streamlines did an
exceptional job.
Sounds
These locos sound fantastic. I grew up
watching the Pentrex video "Cajon Pass
& Tehachapi Loop" which features cab
rides in an unidentified SD. Running
these locos puts me back in front of the
TV. The horn is realistic, with no noticeable difference from the prototype.
I honestly don't know how else to put

The Dash 9s from this month's DOM are seeing here with a
Z (piggyback) train. Screenshot by Jonathan Schoen

it. These locos sound fantastic and get
my two thumbs up.
Outer Appearance
These locos look fantastic, and blow
anything of the original MSTS out of
the water. They are finely detailed,
with most parts 3D (not drawn on). The
locos are lightly weathered, so don't
expect to use them in much passenger
service. Putting the lights on "Dim"
illuminates the nose light, and putting
them on "Full" turns on the light between the number boards and well as a
flashing light atop the cab. These models are defmitely up to the modern
MSTS standards and get my enthusiastic seal of approval.
So, the price? How does $15 sound? I
don't know what you think, but $3 each
for models of this quality is a sure steal.
The models are downloads only, and
you can buy them at www.streamlines.
ca. As with all download-only pay ware
models, I suggest burning the package
onto a CD iITu'11ediately after download.
Thanks for reading this, and tune in to
the next installment of V Scale.•

Download of the Month
BNSF Warbonnet Dash 9-44CWs
This is a pack that comes with two
well-weathered BNSF Dash 944CWs. Both are in the Santa Fe red
and silver Warbonnet scheme, one lettered "Santa Fe" and the other lettered
"BNSF". Both models include AI versions. You can find them at:
www.train-sim.com as "hrd9s_2.zip".

The SD45 from the ATSF Pack I by Streamlines.
Screenshot by Jonathan Schoen
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COLUMN ON SOUTHERN PACIFIC
EQUIPMENT

By: Benjamin Hawken

The SP had a lot of experimental equipment: like the German built Kasffal
Moffel hydraulic locomotives, the yard
slugs built from C628&C630s, the single brake sled built from a FairbanksMorse Train Master, the Camera Car
built from one of the Kasffal Moffel
units, the MK TE70-4S's built with a
Swiss Sulzer engine in a U25B car
body,
the twin
engine
GE
U50D,
Alco
Hy-

draulics, & EMO DD35B ' s, SD45X
that was going to be the future SD55,
the GP40X, the elephant ear' s on the
SD45, SD45X & GP40X and the
MK5000 caterpillars.
But we are going to talk about the MK
TEBU. The SP was looking for a locomotive that would have great tractive
effort for helper service in Oregon &
New Mexico. So Morrison Knudsen in
Boise, Idaho built a TEBU which
means Tractive Effort Booster Unit out
of a retired UP U25B. SP tried it out
and decided to by the rights and the
unit. The built 13 more themselves out
of there own U25B's at the Sacramento

Locomotive Shops. They were mated
with GP40-2's that were named "Slug
Mothers". SP operated the locomotives
in a GP40-2-TEBU-GP40-2 set with
more GP40-2 ' s and TEBU's when
needed with the TEBU's in the middle.
The GP40-2's that were chosen for the
job were equipped with pumps to get
fuel from the TEBU's that were mated
with them out of the fuel tank. To my
knowledge the
TEBU's
have been
scrapped
but I believe that
there are one or two in Omaha in UP's
collection of locomotives. If any one
has any thing to add contact me. Here' s
what's coming up next month: Rotary
Snowplows
Any questions or comments about
Southern Pacific equipment email me
at Southernpacificfreak@yahoo.com or
mail me at:

SP Equipment
3366 Webwob Way
Shingle Springs, CA

By: Peter Maurath
11
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Top Seven Rejected Railroad Mascots.
#7. C&O-Hairball, Chessie's lazy, overweight
brother.
#6. Southern-Rednek
Rory, the Springer watching, alcoholic hillbilly.
#5. NYC-Crazy Earl, the
lice infected, schizophrenic hobo.
#4. NS-Don the Donkey,
he'll give other shippers a
pain in the , well you
know.
#3. New Haven-Roger the
rabid New York City rat.
#2. BNSF-what the
swoosh isn't bad enough?
And the number one rejected railroad mascot .....
Penn Centrals Charlie
Cockroach

A railfan awaits his subject on Chris Burchett's half of the Lake
Erie an Ohio RR, an N scale layout built for the Winter Convention
by Chris and Peter Maurath. Chris Burchett, photo.
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Conducted By: Georqe Baustert
Hi, my name is George and I've been modeling railroads for over
sixty years. I'd like to share with you a small layout ( 4"x 64"), that is
called The Puzzle. It is called this because it takes 54 moves to complete the switching operations due to the restrictive size of the layout,
using 40' cars and an SW switcher. The operations consist of swapping the cars of a four car train, on the main, with four cars spotted on
the two stub sidings, at the rear of the layout. Ending-up with those
. cars and the loco reassembled into a train that is headed in the opposite direction from the start position. Let's start with last month' s final move.

P- r
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The loco backs up, pulling the empty reefer just far enough to clear
the right hand crossover switch points, still using the left hand crossover, to avoid re-coupling onto the empty box car spotted on the left
hand industry spur.

RE

The loco backs up to clear the right hand crossover.

Now the loco moves forward, using the right hand crossover
to pick up the two full cars (BF & RF), being careful not to
couple onto the empty hopper spotted on the right end of the
mainline.
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Finally, the loco pushes the empty reefer (RE) to the right end
of the right hand industry spur & spots it there.
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Next, the loco back up, to the left, pulling the two cars (BF &
RF) just far enough to clear the right hand crossover switch
points, still using the left hand crossover.
Can you figure out the next move? Find out in June.•

lOtOMOTIVI NIW!
Norfolk Southern has started another
rebuild program. These units, known as
GP38-3's (and numbered in the 5600
series), are externally identical to the
5500 series GP38-2R's (it is unknown
what the Dash 3 is for, although it
could mean these units are microprocessor equipped) After these are completed, the 5500 series units will be returned to their lessors, First Union and
Helm. It has also been confirmed that

llM
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NS' 52 unit order will consist of
SD70M-2's, numbered 2649-2700.
Union Pacific has placed an order for
10 Green Goats (numbers 2300-2309)
that will be built on GE frames, UP already has l Green Goat (numbered
2004), which is built on an EMD
frame. Also, photos of new UP
SD70ACe's are starting to show up on
the internet, they look pretty good with

a UP flag on the side of them.

Send all news and corrections regarding locomotives to:
Austin MacDougall
PO Box 479
Stockertown, PA 18083
Or email them to ssw9662@rcn.com .

THE TAMR IS A

NCN·PRCF"IT ORGANIZATION CREATED TC PROMOTE, F"CSTER, AND ENCOURAGE YOUNG PERSONS IN THE HOBBY CF"

MODEL RAILROADING, THE ACTIVITY CF" RAILF"ANNING, AND THE PRESERVATION CF" THE HISTORY, SCIENCE AND TECHNO L OGY
THEREOF".

MEMBERSHIP TO THE TAMR INCLUDES AN ELEVEN MONTH SUBSCRIPTION TC THE HOTBOX, THE A N NUAL DIRECTORY CF" MEM·
BERS, QUARTERLY REGIONAL NEWSLETTERS AND AN ELECTION TC PARTICIPATE IN ALL TAMR EVENTS.
SHIP CATEGORIES ARE AS F"CLLCWS:

REGULAR (UNDER 2 1)·$1 5, ASSOCIATE (2 1

THE AVAILABLE MEMBER·

AND CVER)·$20 , INTERNATIONAL (OUTSIDE

USl-$1 B

TC BECOME A

PART CF" THE TAMR, CR TC RENEW, SEND YOUR INF"CRMATICN TC:

TIM VERMANDE, TAMR PIVOT PIN, 61

ca

CHIC DR. APT:

161 1, PLANO, TX 7 5 0 2 4 , USA

0F"F"ER GOOD WHY SUPPLIES LAST, NEGATIVE EQUITY APPLI ED TC NEW LOAN BALANCE, MUST TAKE DELIVERY CF" DEALER STOCK,
SEE STORE F"CR COMPLETE DETAILS. No PURCHASE NECESSARY, VOID WHERE PROHIB ITED.
REGULATIONS, AND THE BEST DARN RESTAURANTS IN WAREHAM, MA SEND A

F"CR A

COMPLETE LIST CF" RULES,

SSAEBOR TC THE ABOVE ADDRESS.

AT ALL UNSATISF"IED WITH THIS HOTBOX, PLEASE RETURN UNUSED PORTION F"OR A
YCUI

COMING SOON TO 1111111111£11
•The Puaale Lapout contlnue$e
•Lewlt Altellclln9er 9luet ut hit talle on rallfan photo9raphp.
COMING SOON TO 1111111111111
-Summer'• not far off, anp convention plant?
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